
COMPRESSION
THERAPY

FOR  BETTER  MUSCLE  AND  JOINT  MOBIL ITY

WHETHER  I T  BE  FROM  A  WORKOUT ,  LONG

WORK  DAYS ,  OR  THE  LONG  RIDE /FL IGHT ,  WE ’VE

ALL  EXPERIENCED  THE  SENSATION  OF  T IGHT

MUSCLES  AND  ST IFF  JOINTS .   THE  F IRST  THING

THAT  COMES  TO  MIND  FOR  REL IEF  I S  OFTEN

MASSAGE  AND  COMPRESSION  OF  THE

AFFECTED  AREA .   AND  FOR  GOOD  REASON !  

 HERE  I S  A  QUICK  GUIDE  TO  COMPRESSION  

 THERAPY  THAT  TARGETS  MUSCLE  FASCIA



FASCIAUNDERSTANDING

Fascia tissue, not the muscle itself, is the target for compression modalities. Fascia is a

thin layer of white connective tissue that surrounds and holds every organ (including

muscle) in place. The tissue does more than provide internal structure; fascia has nerves

that make it almost as sensitive as skin. When stressed, it is prone to tightening up.

Despite appearing thin,  fascia is actually stacked layers with viscous liquid in between. In

terms of muscle function, it serves as a stretching and gliding surface between skin and

muscle tissue. But there are certain things that cause fascia to thicken and become sticky.

When it dries up and tightens around muscles, it can limit mobility and cause painful knots

to develop.

FASCIA AND  MUSCLE  PAIN  /  ST IFFNESS

THERAPYMYOFASCIA  RELEASE

A lifestyle of limited physical activity (too little movement day after day)

Poor posture

Repetitive movement that overworks one movement system of the body

Trauma such as surgery or injury

Healthy fascia is smooth, slippery and flexible. Factors that cause fascia to tighten up include:

Causes lubrication along the entire length of the muscle fibers, which allows the

fascia, and therefore the muscles, to separate, relax, and become more flexible

Post-workout, MR can increase blood flow to the tissues you just used and can help

speed up recovery time

Physically warms up the muscle due to friction, which leads to improved mobility

and performance

Activates neuroreceptors and nervous system to reduce pain signals from the muscle

Although research cannot tell us the EXACT mechanism of how fascia compression (called

myofascia release (MR)) helps, it is well-established that it is an extremely effective and

safe modality.  The theories about MR that currently hold up to modern research include:

*See next page for a quick guide to get started with self myofascial release (SMR)



Although there are many common tools for SMR, start with a foam roller

Must be done often and regularly for greatest results.  Some adhesions can take

weeks or months to fully release. 

Although SMR can be done on many areas of the body, start with the glutes,

quads, hamstrings, calves, traps, and lats (see pictures below)

Avoid rolling over ligaments (like the IT Band), bones, and joints. Further, it is not

recommended to roll the lower back around the lumbar.  Stick to mid-to upper

back musculature 

Search out areas that are especially sensitive, or feel like there is a small “marble”

under the skin. That is an adhesion, and may be a significant source of tightness

and dysfunction of the muscle

Roll out before and/or after workouts, work shift, or whenever you feel tight

Perform three sets of 30 seconds, with 10 seconds of rest in between, on each

muscle group you’re trying to target

Divide the muscle that you’re rolling into three segments—bottom, middle, and

top. Give each section a few passes (move slow!) and then after having hit each

of them, polish things off by giving the entire length of the muscle some more

work.

RELAX the area being worked.  SMR will do very little for a muscle that is tensed

up.  If it’s too painful, back off the pressure by modifying position or amount of

resistance.  The muscle will adapt quickly, often in as little as 2-3 days. As it

adapts, more and more pressure can be tolerated. A little bit of discomfort is

expected, and OK

SMR is NOT recommended as treatment for muscle injuries like pulls and tears!  

 Only use to address tightness

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
SELF  MYOFASCIA  RELEASE  (SMR )

Glute Quad Hamstring Calf Traps Lats


